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Ambient particulate pollution originating from plastic contaminates air, including indoor

and urban environments. The recent discovery of ambient microplastic (MP) particles of

a size capable of depositing in the thoracic region of the airway, if inhaled, has raised

concern for public exposure and health impacts following lessons learned from other

particle domains. Current microplastic exposure estimates are relatively low compared to

total ambient particulate matter, but optimal analytical techniques and therefore data for

risk and health impact assessments are lacking. In the absence of such an evidence base,

this paper explores paradigms, metrics and dose-response curves developed in other

particle domains as a starting point for predicting whether microplastic are of concern.

Bio-persistence, presence of reactive sites and soluble toxicants are likely key properties

in microplastic toxicity, but these are not measured in environmental studies and hence

are challenging to interpret in exposure. Data from aMP inhalation study in rats is available

but the study was conducted using conditions that do not replicate the known human

health effects of PM2.5 or surrogate exposures: compromised, aged animal models are

recommended to investigate potential parallels between MPs and PM2.5. One of these

parallels is provided by tire wear particles (TWP), which form part of current ambient PM

and are sometimes regarded as microplastic. A connection to epidemiological studies

where PM filters are still available is recommended and consequently analytical advances

are required. In summary, established particle domains and existing paradigms provide

valuable insight and data that can be used to predict MP toxicity, and direct study design

and key properties to consider in this emerging field.

Keywords: microplastic, particle toxicology, inhalation [MeSH], exposure, physicochemical properties,

particulate matter

INTRODUCTION

Microplastic particles (MPs) are comprised of diverse synthetic organic polymeric materials,
varying by shape, size, density, weathering state, and chemical and/or microbial load. They
originate from a variety of sources (plastic items and synthetic textiles) and activities and
contaminate all of Earth’s spheres. In air, their concentrations can range from <1 to 1,000 s
per cubic meter (m3). The most frequently observed polymers in air are polyethylene and
polyethylene terephthalate, with polypropylene, polystyrene, polyamide, and epoxy resin particles
also commonly observed. Most studies find that fragments are the predominant shape, followed by
fibers, however, all these variables depend on the sample type, environment, geographical location,
and analytical methodology employed (1–4).
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Another source of synthetic polymeric aerosols is non-exhaust
vehicle emissions. Non-metallic and semi-metallic brake pads
may include synthetic polymers in the composite material, and
the majority of a (synthetic) tire is comprised of synthetic
polymer (e.g., styrene butadiene styrene). Several studies estimate
that 3–7% of the particulate air pollution fraction <2.5µm
aerodynamic diameter (PM2.5) consists of tire and brake wear
[review: (5)] but there is considerable debate over whether these
particles should be consideredMPs (6). Many authors refer to tire
wear particles (TWP) as MP due to its (semi-) synthetic polymer
structure, solid state, insolubility, and particle size range (i.e.,
<1,000µm). In the environment, however, pure TWP are rarely
found. Instead, hybrid particles consisting of tire and road wear
particles are present (7).

Irrespectively, MPs form part of the complex and dynamic
particulate matter (PM) exposure profile. Acute and long-term
exposure to the PM2.5 fraction is associated with increased
mortality in cardiovascular and respiratory diseases (8, 9). Both
PM2.5 and PM10 are associated with increased mortality from
all causes, cardiovascular disease, respiratory disease, and lung
cancer. Associations remain below the current WHO guideline
exposure level of 10 µg/m3 for PM2.5 (8). Since the first study on
the link between acute mortality and PM2.5 (10), several hundred
studies have been published which have led to the estimate that
an increase of 10 µg/m3 PM2.5 increases the risk of (premature)
mortality by 1% (9).

AlthoughMPs are claimed to be abundant in the environment,
few studies are available that allow for an estimation of
their relative contribution to PM2.5 or PM10 exposure, hence
the potential role of MP in premature mortality and non-
communicable disease is poorly understood. Irrespective of this,
within environmental and occupational particle exposures, there
are sub-fractions that are likely to be more harmful than others,
such as transitionmetals in PM10 (11–13), which contributes very
little to mass. Here, the concentration of transition metals can be
seen as the biologically effective dose (BED) [review: (14, 15)]. It
is therefore important to determine whether inhaled MPs share
a common Mode of Action (MoA) with other inhaled particles
or are of disproportionate concern and why. This paper explores
the application of existing particle paradigms to MP in the lung
environment and, more specifically, investigates the hypothesis
that its action may be already part of the ambient particulate
air pollution.

PRINCIPLES IN PARTICLE TOXICOLOGY

Over the past 50 years, scientific principles of particle toxicology
have been developed in important particle domains reflecting
occupational and, later, environmental exposures. Research
in coal mine dust (16, 17), respirable crystalline silica (18),
asbestos and man-made mineral fibers (19, 20), ambient PM,
poorly soluble low toxicity particles such as TiO2 (21, 22),
and engineered nanomaterials (23, 24) has helped define the
physicochemical properties and dosimetric factors that influence
the pathways leading to particle-triggered adverse outcomes
(summarized in Table 1). The most important properties and

TABLE 1 | Parameters and factors that play a major role in the biological response

upon particle inhalation.

Parameter Description Relevance for

Durability Biopersistence, dependent on

defense as well as on particle

properties (dissolution).

Fibers, PSLT

Density The density of material, along with

size and shape, determines

aerodynamic behavior and deposition

in the airway.

All

Size/Shape Size distribution (diameter, length) and

shape influence aerodynamic

diameter along with density, and

macrophage clearance.

AlL, but fibers

specifically

Surface area The quantitative surface available for

interaction with the environment.

PSLT,

nanomaterials

Chemical

composition

Bulk composition is not equal to

surface chemistry. In addition, toxic

components may be released upon

dissolution.

Surface charge The presence and composition of

functional groups.

Positively charged

particles (nylon

flock, TWP)

Surface reactivity Reactive groups and radicals on the

surface

Crystalline silica

Dose Cumulative dose for chronic effects;

can be based on particle or fiber

mass, number, or surface area. Bulk

composition is not equal to surface

chemistry.

All

Deposition Dependent on dimension/shape and

density, but also on airway

morphology (hot spots).

All

Defense Mucociliary clearance, macrophage

clearance, inflammatory cells. If

macrophage clearance is saturated,

overload occurs; dose increases

exponentially with time.

All

Retained dose Dose retained in the lung after

clearance and dissolution (determined

by dose, defense and durability).

All

PSLT, poorly soluble low toxicity particles; TWP, tire wear particles.

factors are also interconnected. For example, the crucial “retained
dose” in the lung following inhalation is equivalent to deposition
(dependent on dimension and shape) minus what has been
eliminated by defense (macrophage clearance) and/or dissolution
(durability). Whilst all properties are important, some are more
important in specific particle domains, such as shape/dimension
and bio durability in the fiber domain and surface area in the
engineered nanomaterials domain.

In the concept of BED, surface, composition, and
size/dimension are integrated, where intrinsic reactivity is a
multiplier of surface area, depending on the material the particle
is made of. In addition, lessons from asbestos and manmade
vitreous fibers (MMVF) inform us that, for fibers, length is
important and so “shape” needs to be included as a factor.
Furthermore, studies on PM10 welding fumes, etc., have shown
that many particles are complex, containing soluble components
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that can have considerable toxic potential. Finally, the duration
the particle is likely to persist and avoid clearance determines
the length of time that the BED is applied to the biological
system (see “Durability,” Table 1); thus, a bio persistence factor
is required (14). Taking these factors together, the paradigm that
could predict the toxicity of an unknown particle consists of
three main attributes for the biologically effective dose:

1. Surface attribute = surface area (SA) × specific surface
reactivity (i.e., reactivity per unit SA) × surface availability
(not all surface area is available for biological interaction)

2. Dimension attribute = length – diameter (mainly length
if greater than a critical length), and when combined with
density, influences aerodynamic behavior, deposition and
thus exposure

3. Composition attribute = volume × specific volumetric
reactivity (i.e., the toxic material per unit volume) ×

availability (= release rate i.e., amount per unit time)

It is logical to assume that the effects of inhaledMPs in the airway
are driven by the same set of particle properties. The challenge is
to find those properties that are crucial to describe and regulate
its effects along the concept of BED.

MICROPLASTIC INHALATION EXPOSURE

Of the published studies on airborne MP which employed an
analytical technique capable of distinguishing between plastics
to calculate concentrations, just 10 were found for urban and
indoor environments. These environments are considered most
relevant to population exposure due to population density and
the proportion of time spent indoors, and hence were used. The
key details of these studies and characteristics of observedMP are
summarized in Supplementary Table 1. The study by Soltani et
al. (25), whilst on indoor deposition rather than air, calculates an
inhalation exposure concentration estimate and is thus included.
Most studies have focused on outdoor air, with 30% analyzing
indoor air and 20% analyzing both outdoor and indoor samples.

Polyethylene and polyester/polyethylene terephthalate were
equally found to be the most common polymers in studies.
One of these studies only targets polycarbonate and polyethylene
terephthalate (26) and therefore may not be representative of
all polymers present. The study which focused on an emission
source (synthetic nails/nail salon) found the acrylic nail material
to be most common in both indoor and outdoor air (27). Eighty
per cent of the studies found fragments and irregular shapes to be
most common, not fibers as are often predicted.

Observed concentrations generally increased with
increased instrument limits of detection, as expected. Higher
concentrations were on the order of 100 s (2–4) to 1,000 s (1, 2) of
MPs per cubic meter of air and most studies found the majority
of particles to be distributed in the smaller size classes. Few
studies explicitly estimate exposure. Chen et al. (28) estimate nail
salon employees to be exposed to 260 MPs per day. However, if
inhaled, these particles are likely to deposit in the upper airways
and be swallowed due to the particle sizes being >25µm. Just

two studies used a method with a limit of detection below
10µm (1, 4), which is relevant to human exposure in the central
and lower airways and subsequent adverse health outcomes.
In impactor samples (>2.5µm and 2.5–1.0µm aerodynamic
diameter) collected near Bremen City, Germany, Kernchen et al.
(4) found 67% of observed MP were below 10µm in size, giving
an exposure concentration of 60/m3. If normal adult minute
ventilation is between 5 and 8 liters per minute, this results in
an inhalation exposure estimate of 432–691 MPs per day. In a
PM10 sample collected from an urban roadside site in London,
UK, Levermore et al. (1) found 52% of observed MP were
between 5 and 10µm in size, resulting in an inhalation exposure
estimate of 9,367–14,988 MPs per day. Whilst both studies adopt
similar analytical methods and observe comparative proportions
of <10µm size classes and polyethylene, they are collected
in different environments, which could explain the order of
magnitude difference in concentration. Using high-density
polyethylene (0.97 g/cm3) as a worst-case representative polymer
from these studies, the volume of a 10µm sphere, and the
highest particle number exposure estimates for each study,
worst-case mass concentration inhalation exposure estimates
are 0.67–14.54 µg/day. It is important to highlight that those
studies which do not analyze an aerodynamic fraction, collected
by an aerodynamic size selective sampler, observe a very broad
and coarse size distribution. Those studies which analyze a
sample collected with an aerodynamic size selective sampler
(1, 4) observe a narrower size distribution, with a modal size
around 10 µm (1).

Some data is emerging to suggest MP is inhaled into the lung,
through the analysis of lung tissue digestates (27, 29). Most of
the MP observed in these studies are relatively large compared to
what is expected (i.e., a median size of 10µm or below). Whilst
there is a small chance that these particles were inhaled from
the environment, one would expect to see a greater abundance
of smaller MP for the anatomical regions studied and hence
more data is needed to draw conclusions from these observations.
Additionally, in situ analyses, such as via spectral imaging, will
strengthen this, such as the method applied by Chen et al. (28)
which detected a cellulose fiber in a lung tumor tissue section.

In general, exposure to ambient MPs is largely unknown
and has possibly been either underestimated or overestimated
due to analytical challenges and sampling methodologies that
are often incompatible with routine ambient PM sampling.
The assessment of MPs in PM filters is a first step toward
assessment of the respirable fraction in ambient air. There
is still a great body of work to do to understand the size
distribution of airborne MP, which requires physicists, chemists,
engineers, and environmental scientists. Furthermore, whilst
properties such as size, shape/dimension and bulk composition
are often measured and reported, other metrics intrinsic to a
structure-activity paradigm, such as the concentration of soluble
impurities, presence of reactive sites or surface area are not.
Laboratory-based experiments can begin to rank the toxicological
importance of the various properties of MP, however, without
knowledge on how these relate to environmental exposures, one
cannot conclude the level of risk.
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TABLE 2 | Typical exposures, health outcomes, and current exposure standards for different particle domains.

Particle group Main health effects Exposure characteristics Material characteristics

Coal mine dust Lung function decrease, bronchitis,

CWP, PMF, emphysema

Occupational, underground and

surface (coal) mining

2–40 mg/m3 for up to 20 years

Mixtures of minerals (crystalline silica) and

organic components.

Current OEL: 4 mg/m3

Asbestos mineral fibers Lung function decrease, lung cancer,

mesothelioma

Occupational and consumers,

insulation and production

1–1,000 fibers/cc

Fiber shaped minerals.

Standards around 1 fiber /cc in most countries,

long (>15µm) and thin (<3µm) of

greatest concern.

Poorly soluble low toxicity

particles (PSLT)

Lung function decrease, fibrosis,

cancer

Occupational exposure (nuisance

dusts). OEL values between 4 and 10

mg/m3

Diverse group of insoluble materials including

polymers, CB, TiO2, talc, toner pigments.

PM2.5/PM10 Increased acute mortality and

morbidity in patients with COPD or

cardiovascular problems, long term

cause of diabetes/lung cancer

Environmental exposure. WHO

exposure standard: up to 100 µg/m3

(24 h)

Complex mix of many components and

adsorbed compounds varying per time and

space. Includes ultrafine particles.

Current standard: 20 µg/m3 (24 h). No

standard for UF particles.

Nanomaterials No general health effects indicated Occupational and consumer

exposure (particle numbers and

surface area instead of mass)

Endless variability in size, surface chemistry,

and sub-molecular properties, with at least one

dimension measuring <100 nm. Standards

available for subtypes (TiO2, CNT)

Microplastic particles No general hazard identified Omnipresent at low levels of

exposure. Mainly non-respirable

(>50µm) due to analytical limitations

Synthetic and semi-synthetic materials, usually

fibrous and fragments.

No standard available

CWP, coal worker’s pneumoconiosis; PMF, Progressive massive fibrosis; COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; CNT, carbon nanotubes; OEL, occupational exposure limit;

MAK, German commission for occupational exposure limits; UF, ultrafine.

PARTICLE BIO-PERSISTENCE AND
ADVERSE OUTCOMES

An array of lung cells generate inflammatory mediators and
intracellular ROS upon exposure to diesel exhaust particles
and PM (30) and also to MP model particles (31, 32). In
vivo, acute inflammation is immediately followed by resolution
and tissue repair, mediated through specialized pro-resolving
mediators (SPMs) and type 2 cytokines and cells, including M2
macrophages and Th2 lymphocytes. For biopersistent particles
and fibers in the lung, dose-dependent inflammation can
progress to a type 2 inflammation, which eventually promotes
interstitial fibrosis, granuloma formation, and tumorigenesis
(reviewed in: 24). Recent studies also reveal the involvement
of regulatory T-cells in the subsequent pathogenesis caused by
inhaled particulates and therefore a long-term immune response
is considered to be part of the long-term outcome (33). The
persistence of MPs is thus considered a highly relevant property
to consider in MP toxicology. Synthetic fibers (polypropylene,
polyethylene, and polycarbonate) showed no dissolution, no
significant changes to surface area and very slight weight gain
following a 180 day in vitro leaching test in physiological fluid
(Gamble’s Solution), suggesting they may persist in vivo (34).
However, respirable para-aramid fibers are considered a low
risk since they have been observed to shorten in the lung and
undergo rapid clearance in in vivo experimental studies. It has
been hypothesized that lung fluid coats the fibers, catalyzing
enzymatic attack and enabling biodegradation of inhaled p-
aramid fibers in the lungs (35). Degradation has also been

observed for inhaled polypropylene fibers in rats, which increased
with exposure concentration and time (36). Whether this is
apparent for other synthetic fibers is largely unknown and
experiments are needed to assess their solubility, considering
pH and enzymes. What is noteworthy, is that cellulose fibers
were found to be more persistent than p-aramid fibers in vivo
(37), and thus manmade cellulose fibers should be included in
synthetic fiber hazard assessments. The inhalation of elevated
levels of respirable plastic dust in occupational settings has
been linked to interstitial lung diseases (38). Whether this
pathogenicity is due to biopersistence and particle overload or
the positive charges on the nitrogen atoms of nylon flock (39)
remains untested.

Given the substantial variation within and between
particle domains and MPs in their size, shape, aspect
ratio, rigidity, and other physicochemical properties, it is
rational to assume that their interaction with the immune
system in the lung will differ within and from one another.
The physicochemical properties of a particle govern the
composition of the protein corona it acquires in biological
fluids, which in turn affects bioavailability and fate in vivo.
Since these properties vary by polymer, it is difficult to
predict the behavior of a material in vivo (40). However,
there are common disease phenotypes among different
particles, fibers, and nanomaterials (Table 2). Therefore,
whilst the molecular initiating events may differ, it is likely that
some particulates share a similar adverse outcome pathway,
such as inflammation > chronic inflammation and aberrant
repair > fibrosis (33).
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INHALATION STUDIES WITH
MICROPLASTIC PARTICLES OR
SURROGATES

Despite being a recognized component of PM for longer, whether
ambient tire wear proportionally contributes to the effects of
PM2.5 is still being determined. Available in vivo toxicity data,
obtained using TWP collected at a road simulator laboratory,
suggest that inhaled TWP exert only mild respiratory toxicity
(41). Female Sprague Dawley (SD) rats (n = 10/treatment
group) were exposed to TWP at 10, 40, or 100 µg/m3 via
nose-only inhalation for 6 h/day for 28 days and toxicity was
assessed following OECD guidelines (TG 412). No TWP-related
effects were observed on survival, clinical observations, body
or organ weights, gross pathology, food consumption, immune
system endpoints, serum chemistry, or biochemical markers of
inflammation or cytotoxicity (41). Unfortunately, PM2.5 was not
used as a reference, although this was part of the study hypothesis,
and only diesel exhaust particles and mineral particles such as
TiO2 and SiO2 were used in a separate study-arm investigating
bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) after intratracheal instillation (41).
Based on the NOAEL level from the TWP study (55 µg/m3), and
exposure estimates for TWP, this group of investigators propose
that a margin of exposure of 400–700 is present between the
current PM2.5 standard and TWP exposure (42, 43).

Important to note is that health effects due to ambient
PM exposure are observed mainly in sensitive subgroups
within human populations and in animal models mimicking
such populations (44). Nearly all reported in vivo studies
on toxicological responses to ambient PM and/or standards
produced no or low responses in normal laboratory animals
compared to effects seen in humans. Therefore, spontaneously
hypertensive (SH) rats and APO E−/− deficient mice have been
used to model acute respiratory and cardiovascular responses
to ambient PM (see Supplementary Table 2), whereas OECD
protocols prescribe the use of normal rats or mice.

A selection of animal inhalation studies with ambient PM
or surrogates have been included in Supplementary Table 2
to illustrate that responses in compromised animals mimic
cardiovascular effects such as blood pressure, heart rate
variability and systemic inflammation observed in humans
in epidemiological studies. However, the concentrations
needed to induce systemic effects with ambient air particles
are usually higher in (compromised) rats than in man
(Supplementary Table 2). As a benchmark, intratracheal
instillation of 1,000 µg, but not 200 and 500 µg, PM2.5

suspension in aged SHR rats led to pulmonary and systemic
events (45), whereas instillation of 100 µg of PM2.5 suspension
in humans led to significant cellular responses in the BAL fluid
(11). This underscores the fact that no current animal models
reflect human sensitivity to inhaled fine particles.

Therefore, it is no surprise that studies with normal animals,
according to OECD protocols, have shown little effects for
higher concentrations of polymer, tire and road wear particles
(see Supplementary Table 2) and pharmaceutical acrylic ester
polymers (data not shown). However, rats exposed to polystyrene
nanoparticle mass concentrations similar to those of TWP

(20, 50 and 100 µg/m3) for 6 h per day, 5 days/week for 2
weeks showed a statistically significant decrease in hematological
parameters, including white blood cell and lymphocyte counts,
and a statistically significant increase in percent and number of
eosinophils, but only in female rats (32). Effects on lung lavage
were less pronounced, due to high variation, but a potential
inflammatory and fibrotic response was observed from the lowest
concentration of PS nanoparticles at 22 µg/m3 (32). The retained
dose per rat (5–34 µg/day) (32) is similar to the alveolar burden
in ultra-fine (50 nm) carbon particle studies (45, 46), estimated
at 10.6 µg or 5.5 × 1011 ultra-fine carbon particles. It is evident
that MP inhalation studies (Supplementary Table 2) used longer
exposure times than used for PM2.5 and focused on sub-chronic
effects in the lung; however, the exposure concentrations used
are not dissimilar from the PM studies in compromised animals.
Thus, a retained dose-based read across is plausible for the
inflammatory outcomes in the lung. Effects in compromised
animals remains to be studied.

EXPOSURE TO PARTICLE-CHEMICAL
MIXTURES

In both PM2.5 and PM10 epidemiological studies, black carbon
has been identified as a separate descriptor of health effects (47,
48) and reduced exposure is recommended. Whilst not directly
toxic, toxicological studies suggest that black carbon may operate
as a universal carrier of toxic species, providing a mechanism
of entry to the human body and transport to target tissues.
Low concentrations of components absorbed on the particle
surface may actually be the driver of the adverse response. In
this context it has been shown that metals and quinones on
the particles surface are crucial for initiating an inflammatory
response (11) in humans and DNA damage (49) in rats exposed
to PM. In addition, bacterial endotoxin (LPS), which is a well-
known initiator of inflammatory cascade, is commonly adsorbed
on PM, although most prominent in PM10 and less in PM2.5 (50).

Such a carrier mechanism can be easily assumed for
substances absorbed on or contained in MPs, following
inhalation. Several different synthetic polymers have been shown
to carry different toxic metals (51, 52), including redox-active
Cu-ions. The absorption of metals on MPs has also been shown
to affect the kinetics and toxicity of both metals and particles
in Daphna magnia (53) and Zebrafish embryos (54), but little
data using human target cells are available. Bradney et al. (55)
discussed the potential mechanisms and evidence by which trace
elements (including metals) can achieve a different ADME when
carried by MP but had no specific outcome for inhaled MPs.
A recent review by Hahladakis et al. (56) provides an overview
of all potential chemical additives present in plastics. While this
overview focused on migration, release and fate of additives, no
attention is given as to the additive effect of such components to
particle toxicity. From other particle domains, including PM, we
know such can be a very important trigger of the inflammatory
response such as through redox mechanisms or surface reactivity
(49). It also needs to be recognized that in some cases the role of
contaminants has been overestimated. Well-designed inhalation
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studies showed that the role of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
carried by diesel exhaust particles was much less important for
toxicity than initially assumed (57, 58).

The absorption of external contaminants on airborne MPs is
an area which requires research and modeling. Thermodynamic
modeling has shown that at least in the aquatic environment, MP
contributes a negligible amount of chemicals to biota, relative to
the environment and uptake via natural pray, mostly due to their
low concentrations and therefore low likelihood of an organism
encountering one relative to pray (59, 60). Studies in ambient
PM have shown that particles aggregate and agglomerate during
formation and transport and particle composition is determined
by condensation and colliding and merging of primary and
secondary particles even during the day (61). Based on these
observations and the occurrence of many particle types that can
be considered as MPs (e.g., tire wear, fibrous fragments) studies
are needed to evaluate whether ambient MPs may act as a vector
or form particle complexes, which increase exposure and may
enhance particle activity, such as for ambient PM. This should be
considered for total suspendedMP, since inhaled MP> 10µm in
aerodynamic diameter may still deposit in the upper airways.

CONSIDERING MICROPLASTIC AS PART
OF PM2.5

Another approach to explore potential MP-driven health effects
is to study the MP content in PM2.5 or PM10 filters of
exposure studies that have been used in epidemiological studies.
Levermore et al. (1) showed that both virgin and environmental
MPs (>2µm) can be detected via Raman spectral images.
Application of this technique to available filter samples could
give an estimate on the percentage of MP in those samples for
comparison with available estimates (42, 43). The health impact
of that presence could be calculated via the proportion of PM10

or PM2.5 and associated health risks (top-down approach) or
via the rat toxicity data of TWP (42) or model polymers [e.g.,
(32)], which can be considered as bottom-up. The top-down
approach would be based on many samples from all over the
globe that are linked to both acute and chronic mortality due
to PM. The assumption that the effect is based on the mass or
number proportion is simply based on assuming that the best
metric of health effects of PM is mass/m3.

As an example, if 0.1% of the mass on PM filters is
microplastic, the proportionate mortality rate at 10 µg/m3

increase would be 1%/1,000= 0.001%, instead of 1% as observed
for PM2.5 (9). Even though this number is small, the recent
analysis by Schwartz et al. (62) on individuals continually
exposed to low PM levels found this led to 14,000 premature

deaths per year per 1µg/m3 in the USA. Extrapolating this toMP
(and 0.1 % of mass) would still lead to significant numbers at the
current average PM exposure. Of course, this is with limitations,
since it assumes proportional linearity in the toxicity of different
PM sources, but it provides a start.

In summary, MPs likely have similar hazards to other
particle domains, such as ambient PM, PSLTs and engineered
nanomaterials. However, in the absence of inhalation exposure
assessments, the level of risk is uncertain. Either way, plastic is
a source of PM10 and PM2.5, which are regulated on a (total)
mass basis only. Thus, a better understanding of MP sources
and quantification of emissions will determine whether and
where interventions are needed to ultimately reduce PM10/2.5

exposure and future disease burdens. The concept of BED
provides a conceptual basis for read-across. The concept may
provide a framework for filling in knowledge gaps for MP such as
(gravimetric) exposure, particle dimensions and surface activity
in lung response.
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